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Across

2 One of those in a foot in India and China (4)

5 Military annals show name of the private 
who was saved in movie (4)

7 Newest stallion canters after large feline is 
gone (4)

9 Smells egg with grave sneer at first (6)

13 Jolly holding tailless bull charging around 
tree (8)

15 Warrior's initially holding old weapon (6)

16 Checks vessel returned in another vessel (5)

19 Kin drops French friend's insect (3)

20 Launch, perhaps, in Lisboa theatre (4)

25 Language of travelling Highlander's not 
awfully hard (7)

26 Swiss princess is stalked by Latin gutter (7)

28 American car has gold tinted odometer 
initially (4)

31 Got victory, now return (3)

32 Comedians exclude queen from jokes (5)

36 South Carolina's Middle-eastern beetle (6)

37 Round POW scuttles away in heavy rain (8)

40 Risk of having endless mist on a road (6)

41 Noiseless god? (4)

42 America periodically displays poncho (4)

43 Drowned Stark? (4)

Down

1 Buoyant, light, incoming military plane 
snares, for starters (6)

2 Robber leaves gang for that thing (2)

3 Time celestial lady released setter (4)

4 American sailor Marsh returned (3)

5 Railway station's money (2)

6 Grandma's got a lot of breads (5)

8 Barrage constructed from some trees (50?) 
(5)

10 That chap backed into retrograde inn and 
ended up with therapy (5)

11 Disorderly eating place (4)

12 Swiss company gets god's city (4)

14 Shout, "You old students" (4)

17 Chinese secret society's got a vehicle (5)

18 Flier's plan around India (5)

21 Proclaim: "Girl's left a cat" (5)

22 Communication from non-drinker having 
little (5)

23 Pa's wriggling snake (3)

24 Endless, daily tea (3)

27 Bold girl replaces boy's precious metal (4)

29 State: Turn hat around (4)

30 Leaders of Otoe met at hot American city 
(5)

32 Roving journalist leaves meandering trails 
for a goddess (4)

33 South-west or some direction leads to 
Excalibur, for example (5)

34 Maroon road in London? (6)

35 Touring magicians drop injured Ming 
patriarch (5)

38 Chances of dancing dodos dropping egg (4)

39 Jailbird returned to lass (3)

40 Judean king gave up sceptre for that man 
(2)

41 Knock out return's fine (2)


